Jessica Lynn:  
Rock, Roll &  
A Country Soul

It’s not every day that you meet an artist with an origin story as unique and electrifying as Jessica Lynn. Born and raised in the bright lights of New York City, Jessica’s love for music was nurtured amidst the dynamic rhythm of a city known for its diverse and thriving cultural scene. Today, she is a trailblazer, seamlessly weaving her roots in rock and roll with a deep love for country music, making a name for herself on international platforms. Jessica’s journey, however, is more than just about music. It’s about perseverance, authenticity, and a steadfast belief in the power of dreams.
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Jessica fondly recalls her early beginnings, playing at legendary Manhattan rock and roll clubs like The Bitter End, Crash Mansion, and Webster Hall. In those pulsating stages, she honed her skills and allowed her music to be influenced by soul artists like The Temptations and Aretha Franklin. Even today, traces of these experiences and influences echo in her unique country-rock-soul fusion. Her journey with her album ‘Lone Rider’ was a testament to her resiliency. Despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, Jessica released the album to an overwhelmingly positive response, securing the number one spot on both US and UK charts. Jessica believes that the album’s success is attributed to the heart and soul she poured into it, the authenticity resonating with people all around the world. Jessica’s talents don’t stop at singing. As a multi-instrumentalist, she wields the power to fully articulate her musical vision, offering a richer depth to her songwriting process. From being classically trained on the piano to learning the bass, guitar, and drums, Jessica ensures her musical ideas are fully developed, resulting in songs that speak directly to the heart.

The stage is Jessica’s second home, her performances renowned for their high energy. From training like an athlete to ensure peak mental and physical health to nailing performances in iconic U.S. arenas like Madison Square Garden, Jessica brings a unique blend of passion and discipline to her craft.

Offstage, Jessica extends her influence through partnerships with reputable brands like Warner Brothers and HelloFresh, valuing the opportunities to align with brands she admires and respects. She is also deeply committed to making a positive difference in the world, lending her talents to organizations like ‘Toys for Tots’ and championing causes close to her heart, like helping disabled animals.

Among her proudest achievements is her rescue dog Audrey, a beacon of resilience, having survived severe injuries to thrive in Jessica’s loving care. This, along with other experiences, seep into her music, her two singles ‘Crazy Idea’ and ‘Let’s Don’t’ paying homage to personal stories.

As the only female and independent artist to rank in the top 5 on Amazon Music, Jessica’s story is one of unyielding determination. Her relationship with her fanbase is an evolving journey, deepened during the pandemic, as the digital world brought them closer together. Upcoming, fans can look forward to her single ‘Mixed Signals’, promising a raw, retro rock and roll sound, reminiscent of the sixties. Jessica takes her influence in today’s digital age seriously, understanding the responsibility that comes with the title. Her authenticity remains her guiding light, ensuring her collaborations align with her personal values, resulting in an enriching journey for both her music career and followers.

Jessica’s dream jam session? A rock and roll rendezvous with the King himself, Elvis. And if she had to choose one instrument to play for the rest of her life, it’d be the piano – the instrument she feels most at home with.

Jessica Lynn’s journey is one of passion, authenticity, and resilience. From the bustling streets of New York City to the top of the country music charts, her story is a testament to the power of believing in your dreams and staying true to yourself. Whether she’s playing a high-energy show, crafting a new song, or lending her voice to a cause close to her heart, Jessica brings a unique blend of soulful rock and roll, heartwarming country music, and an enduring spirit that continues to inspire fans around the world. A dynamic performer and a force of nature, Jessica Lynn is proving that with heart, soul, and a little bit of rock and roll, anything is possible.

You can follow Jessica Lynn’s journey on her Instagram @jessicalynnmusic. Be kind and show some hometown love!